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History of the Custom-Modified Micromanipulator used in Mario Capecchi's first DNAmicroinjection 'gene-targeting' experiments.
This is a brief description of a quite trivial design modification I had incorporated in a
popular micromanipulator widely used for cell biology and neurophysiology experiments
involving penetration of cells with glass micropipettes or micro-electrodes. The
modification, trivial though it was, provided an affordable instrument borrowed by Mario
Capecchi, a friend and colleague in a neighboring Biology lab at the University of Utah,
whom I had already known for several years from shared time in neighboring
Biochemistry labs at the Harvard Medical School. Mario used the modified manipulator
for early experiments that ultimately resulted in the Nobel-prize winning work described
elsewhere in this binder.
In 1971, shortly after I'd arrived in Utah to work on experiments with cultured neurons, I
wrote to the Nariishige Scientific Instrument Laboratory in Japan asking for a custom
modification of one of their popular micromanipulators, the MO-15.
The original MO-15 (Addendum 1) provided relatively standard movements in the
horizontal (XY) plane and movement in the vertical (Z) axis. It offered an additional,
very fine movement along the X axis, controlled hydraulically with a remote hand control
connected to the manipulator by a very thin, flexible line. That fine control permitted
advance of a micropipette along its own axis without communication of vibrations during
the manual control. This was an essential requirement, e.g. for penetration of cultured
neurons for electrical recording without destructive vibration-induced injury of their
membranes.
However, since the hydraulic fine motion was along the X axis, the entire manipulator
had to be tilted to provide an angled axis along which the micropipette could be
advanced to penetrate cells on the bottom of an open culture dish resting on an inverted
microscope and viewed from below the dish. To move the micropipette from cell to cell
in the dish during selection of those to be penetrated, it was also necessary to have the
micropipette moveable in an XY plane parallel to the dish bottom, slightly above the
cells. While the tilted manipulator's Y-axis control still permitted easy movement in the Y
direction of that plane, movement in the plane's X direction required a very awkward
combined use of the manipulator's X- and Z- axis controls, moving the micropipette in a
series of jagged, triangular, sawtooth-like steps. Once a cell had been chosen and the
micropipette's tip positioned near it by that awkward combination of manipulator
controls, the tip could be smoothly advanced along its axis, toward the chosen cell, by
the fine, hydraulic control of the original, now tilted, X axis.
What I requested, was that Narishige use components of the MO-15, plus one part from
other manipulators in its line, to create a version of the MO-15 with the following
features:
1. The X-axis controls, coarse and hydraulic fine, be detached from the YZ-axes and
controls of the original version, i.e., from the 'base' of the original version.
2. The Z axis of the remaining base be set horizontally to become a new X axis. In
combination with the original Y axis, that would provide movements in an XY plane that
could be set parallel to the microscope stage, as desired.

3. The original X-axis controls be mounted at the end of the now-horizontal old Z axis
(the new X axis) via an adjustable ball joint (available from other manipulator models),
allowing those original X-axis controls to be tilted at various angles with respect to the
new XY axes.
The modifications would provide the desired easy adjustment of a micropipette in an XY
plane set parallel to the culture dish bottom (microscope stage), and also movement of
the micropipette along its own axis via both the coarse and hydraulic fine controls of the
manipulator's original, now tilted X axis.
The proposed new design was sent to Narishige as a diagram (Addendum 2).
Narishige provided the modified version, essentially as described, at a relatively modest
cost of $390 plus a $26 shipping charge. I ordered two of them. Mario borrowed one
and, as noted, employed it with historic effectiveness.
Entertainingly to me, once Mario's seminal paper citing successful use of the modified
Narishige manipulator (Addendum 3) had received quite wide recognition, others must
have written to Narishige requesting the same, modified version. It appeared for a while
as a standard offering in their catalog (Addendum 4) -- albeit at a price three times what
I had paid for the custom original and that soon became nearly five times the original
price, $2010 before shipping. Some further correspondence from Narishige involved
thanks for our "introducing of the item [we] designed to other universities" and
successive offers of possibly useful further modifications they could provide, ones not
really needed and never incorporated (Addenda 5,6). Part of that correspondence was a
very nice letter of thanks from the founder, Mr. Narishige, himself .
(In a neurobiology lab course taught for many years with another colleague recruited
from Harvard, Doju Yoshikami, at least half a dozen Narishige MO-15 manipulators
were deployed at student stations for electrophysiology experiments. Owing to budget
constraints, only the original, unmodified MO-15 models could be afforded for student
use, so the students had to learn the awkward, sawtooth X-Z stepwise approach to
movements along the X-axis parallel to a culture dish.)
Mario's single-cell injections soon graduated to use of fancier, more expensive
micromanipulators from the Leitz/Leica company, as illustrated in the talk he presented
during the Nobel Prize ceremonies (Addendum 7). Even later, he used the
electroporation technique for introducing DNA into cultured cells -- application of electric
shocks temporarily rendering most cells in a culture dish permeable to large molecules,
presumably by opening transient holes in their membranes. While that approach was
much less efficient, on a per-cell basis, in introduction of the exogenous DNA into
genomes of the recipient cells, it allowed easy application to very large numbers of cells
at a single stroke. It thus greatly increased practical efficiency compared to painstaking
manual injections into one cell at a time.
And, as a suitable end to this story, once Narishige had presumably become aware of
Mario's changes of approach, the 'Okun-Capecchi Special MO-15' model disappeared
from their catalog.
Larry Okun
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